In many-electron systems, the interelectronic angle density A( 12 ) represents the probability density function for the interelectronic angle i j spanned by position vectors r i and r j of any two electrons to be 12 . It is shown that in general the interelectronic angle density A( 12 ) is expressed by a linear combination of Legendre polynomials P n (cos 12 ). Explicit formulas for the expansion coefficients are presented for atoms described by determinantal wave functions. The results are applied to the 102 atoms He through Lr in their ground states within the Hartree-Fock framework, and the expansion coefficients as well as the average interelectronic angles ͗ 12 ͘ are reported.
I. INTRODUCTION
For an N-electron (Nу2) system described by a wave function ⌿(x 1 ,...,x N ), the spinless two-electron density function ͑see, e.g., Ref. 
͑1͒
is a convenient starting point to examine the electronelectron interaction in an explicit manner, where x i ϵ(r i ,s i ) is the combined position-spin coordinates of the electron i.
The density function ⌫(r 1 ,r 2 ) is normalized to N(N Ϫ1)/2, the number of electron pairs. In the study of electron correlations in few-electron atoms, Banyard and co-workers [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 12 , ͑2͒
where dr 1 dr 2 /d 12 means symbolically that the integration is performed over five variables except 12 after one of the four angular variables of the vectors r 1 ϭ(r 1 , 1 , 1 ) and r 2 ϭ(r 2 , 2 , 2 ) is appropriately replaced with the intervector angle 12 through the relation cos 12 ϭcos 1 cos 2 ϩsin 1 sin 2 cos͑ 1 Ϫ 2 ͒. ͑3͒
The interelectronic angle density A( 12 ) is the probability density function that the angle i j (0р i j р) subtended by the position vectors r i and r j of any two electrons i and j becomes 12 , and is normalized as The density function A( 12 ) is a useful tool to know explicitly the distribution of the interelectronic angle in atoms and molecules. However, the examination of A( 12 ) in the literature is very limited. Only for the He, Li, Be atoms and some of their isoelectronic ions, the correlation contribution in A( 12 ) was studied in an ad hoc manner. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In the present paper, we first clarify the general mathematical structure of the interelectronic angle density A( 12 ) of atoms and molecules: The density can be expressed as a linear combination of Legendre polynomials P n (cos 12 ). Detailed formulas for the expansion coefficients are presented for atoms described by multideterminantal wave functions, such as Hartree-Fock and configuration interaction wave functions. The results are then applied to the 102 atoms from He to Lr in their ground states within the Hartree-Fock framework, and the expansion coefficients as well as the average interelectronic angles ͗ 12 ͘ are reported. Hartree atomic units are used throughout.
II. MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE OF INTERELECTRONIC ANGLE DENSITIES
For the study of the interelectronic angle density A( 12 ) defined by Eq. ͑2͒, it appears simplest to introduce a new variable xϭcos 12 which shows that the interelectronic angle density A( 12 ) can be expressed as a linear combination of the Legendre polynomials P n (cos 12 ). An alternative derivation of Eq. ͑10͒ is given in the Appendix. Note that we did not set any restrictions to the form of the parent wave function ⌿(x 1 ,...,x N ). Therefore, the summation in Eq. ͑10͒ runs from nϭ0 to ϱ in general. However, we will soon find that the summation terminates at some finite n in the case of atomic systems described by a finite number of Slater determinants. We also note that the first nϭ0 term on the righthand side of Eq. ͑10͒ is a constant N(NϪ1)/4 and gives a uniform distribution independent of 12 . The remaining terms with nу1 are responsible for the 12 dependence of the interelectronic angle density A( 12 ).
For particular values of xϭϪ1, 0, and ϩ1, the Legendre polynomials have values
, and P n (1)ϭ1. Therefore, special cases of Eq. ͑10͒ for 12 ϭ0, /2, and are
where only q n with even n contribute to A(/2).
From Eq. ͑10͒, the average interelectronic angle ͗ 12 ͘, defined by
is obtained as
where I n is evaluated to be
for non-negative integers m.
We next examine the detailed expression of the expectation value q n ϭ͗P n (cos 12 )͘ appearing in Eq. ͑10͒ for determinantal wave functions of atoms. For a multideterminant wave function ⌿(x 1 ,...,x N ) composed of a set of orthonormal spin-orbitals a (r) a (s), the two-electron density function ⌫(r 1 ,r 2 ) is given by
where C abcd are expansion coefficients. Then the most general two-electron integral occurring in the calculation of q n is
which includes four different orbitals a , b , c , and d . In atomic systems, we can generally assume that the spatial function a (r) is a product of the radial R a (r) and spherical harmonic Y a (⍀)ϵY l a m a (⍀) functions, where (r,⍀) with ⍀ϭ(,) is the polar coordinates of the vector r. Then, Eq. ͑15͒ reduces to ͗ab͉P n ͑cos 12 ͉͒cd͘ϭS͑a,c͒S͑b,d͒A n ͑a,b;c,d͒, ͑16a͒
where
Since an addition theorem 10, 11 states that
the two-electron angular integral ͑16c͒ is calculated to be 
It is important to note that due to the property 10,11 of c n (a,b), the integral A n (a,b;c,d) vanishes unless the following four conditions are satisfied simultaneously:
Therefore, the summation in Eq. ͑10͒ runs over a finite number of n in the case of atoms.
In for the exchange term, where a n (a,b)ϵc n (a,a)c n (b,b) and
are the Condon-Shortley parameters. 10, 11 Because of the condition ͑19͒, Eq. ͑20a͒ has nonzero values only for even integers n ranging from 0 to min(2l a ,2l b ), while Eq. ͑20b͒ only for every other integers n between ͉l a Ϫl b ͉ and l a ϩl b .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR ATOMS
The experimental ground electronic configurations and LS terms 12, 13 were considered for all the 102 atoms He ͑atomic number Zϭ2) through Lr (Zϭ103). For these states, the radial functions R a (r) were generated by the numerical Hartree-Fock method based on a modified version of the MCHF72 program.
14 Equations ͑20a͒ and ͑20b͒ were used to compute the contributions of two spin-orbitals to ͗P n (cos 12 )͘, where the a n (a,b) and b n (a,b) values were taken from Refs. 10 and 11. The numerical results of nonzero q n values are summarized in Table I for the second through fifth period atoms and in Table II for the sixth and seventh period atoms. The q 0 value is not given, because it is N(NϪ1)/2, the number of electron pairs. When we consider the ground states of the 102 atoms, the occupied orbitals have the azimuthal quantum numbers lϭ0 -3 in the Hartree-Fock theory. Due to the condition ͑19͒, the maximal n of nonzero q n is therefore 6 at most. The first three atoms He, Li, and Be do not appear in Table I , since only s(lϭ0) orbitals are occupied and all q n , except q 0 , vanish for these atoms. We find in Tables I and II that the nonzero q n are negative for all n except nϭ0. For a given Z, the magnitudes ͉q n ͉ decrease with increasing n. For a given n, ͉q n ͉ increase with increasing Z in general. Some atoms with analogous valence electron configurations have the same q n value for the largest n, since it originates from the contribution of two electrons in the outermost subshell with the maximal l. The interelectronic angle densities A( 12 ) are exemplified in Fig. 1 for the five rare-gas atoms Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, and Rn, where A( 12 ) are renormalized to unity, instead of N(NϪ1)/2, to compare the atoms with different numbers of electron pairs. Moreover, we have excluded in the figure the contribution from the first P 0 (cos 12 )ϭ1 term of Eq. ͑10͒ to clarify the deformation of A( 12 ) from the uniform distribution. In Fig. 1 , we find that the interelectronic angle density is small for a smaller 12 and large for a larger 12 in all the atoms, though the degree of the deformation decreases as Z increases. Thus two electrons in an atom have a tendency to be on opposite sides of the nucleus without exceptions. The minimum in A( 12 ) is observed at 12 ϭ0 degrees for all the five atoms, while the maximum is at 12 ϭ109, 109, 124, 129, and 136 degrees for the Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, and Rn atoms, respectively.
Using Eq. ͑13͒, we have also calculated the average interelectronic angle ͗ 12 ͘. The results for the 102 atoms are plotted in Fig. 2 of ͗ 12 ͘ from 90 degrees. A previous study 9 showed that the major contributions to the coefficient q 1 ϭ͗cos 12 ͘ come from sp electron pairs in the same shell, and the Z dependence of ͗ 12 ͘ in Fig. 2 values are 90 degrees for the atoms, the electron correlation works to increase the interelectronic angles.
IV. SUMMARY
We showed that the interelectronic angle density A( 12 ) is generally expressed by a linear combination of Legendre polynomials P n (cos 12 ). Explicit formulas for the expansion coefficients were presented for atoms described by determinantal wave functions. The results were applied to the 102 atoms He through Lr in their ground states within the Hartree-Fock framework, and the expansion coefficients as well as the average interelectronic angles ͗ 12 ͘ were reported. The effect of the electron correlation was discussed for three light atoms.
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APPENDIX:ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF INTERELECTRONIC ANGLE DENSITIES

